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You need a lot of coins by idk man on 2018/02/23 16:13 It’s a fun game but you have to be extremely patient and keep collecting coins over and
over again just so you can get any upgrades or anything better. It’s like you’re never going to get the update you want and it’s very frustrating. And
the whole thing where you have to spin so that you earn more coins and then you get a random chance of getting coins is just aggravating. The only
reason I am writing this review now is because I played this game for almost a year while waiting for an update or something good to happen but it
never did and I was sick of it. The thing that ticks me off the most is that I live far away from my friends and I wanted to be able to talk with them
but you need a certain amount of coins just to be able to talk with people and I thought it was very unfortunate because when your trying to play

games and win coins, it’s hard and then you have to waste more of your time just so you can talk. Yes, you can use ur coins for getting power ups
but in order for u not to be broke, u needa save up for the power ups so they have something interesting. If you’re like me and like to talk to your
friends while playing or get things for your farm, do not play this game. It is one big waste of time and it takes so long to progress. And the chat

ain’t worth it either lol",

Coins by CeceCeceCece on 2018/12/13 16:27 I love this game and have been playing it for years. I have reached a level where there is no more
available to play and therefore am unable to make any upgrades for my games such as bakeries. It would be great if some of the higher levels were

made available as in the past. It really is frustrating having to keep doing the same things over and over and over and over again without ever
reaching new levels or being able to use anything you have won towards buying coins etc. Please let us know when new levels are available. I, for

one, am ready to play them. Thank you",

The fourth group of "card packs" was released on November 4, 2016. The card packs are no longer available for purchase and will become
exclusive to players who have paid for a premium pack, however the new cards will be shared between both versions of "Coins & Curses".",

The current version of the game contains the following features: On June 3, 2016 Coin Master - Cardboard Mode received an update to
implement support for iOS devices which included a new background, shutter glasses, cropping and screen rotation. Along with this came a new
Cardboard Mode icon to reflect these changes. This update can be downloaded from both Google Play or directly from Apple's App Store.",

Coin master currently has a 4.5 star rating on Google play with over 8,000 reviews, and a 3.5 star rating on the iOS app store with almost 2,000
ratings. This is probably due to the fact that while this game is not the most addictive or fun around, it definitely is a good game to pass time with if
you have nothing else to do. The graphics are nice and colorful and the concept of going from island to island collecting treasure along with your

pet fish is unique compared to other games out there. I also enjoyed how there were achievements and collectables you could purchase at certain
levels which allowed you to work toward achieving something special in the game as well as progress through it more easily. Besides that, I feel
like this game is definitely worth a download and worth 5 dollars to unlock all of the cool stuff, but as it is right now I wouldn’t recommend it.

Good Summary Coin master is fun to play, but not nearly as addictive as other games out there. Worth it if you love price charts and
achievements, otherwise try other games first.",
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